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nb the length of a block code word Kb the number of information digits in a block code word & the minimum distance or weight of a block code db~ the minimum distance or weight of a block code with respect to ith information digit d~ the minimum distance or weight of the block code formed by the first i rows of a block code generator matrix db~j the minimum distance or weight with respect to jth information digit of the block code formed by the first i rows, i > j, of a block code generator matrix d,,~ the minimum distance of the ith composite decoder nc block length of a convolutional code Ko the number of information digits per block of a convolutional code dc the minimum distance or weight of a convolutional code nA the encoding constraint length of a convolutional code * The research reported in this paper was supported in part by the National Science Foundation, Grant GK-816. 
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the decoding constraint length of a convolutionai code number of blocks in the encoding constraint length effective decoding constraint length length of the buffer memory at the decoder number of errors detected by jth block decoder Normal Feedback Decoding Normal Definite Decoding Modified Feedback Decoding Modified Definite Decoding the matrix for which the linear combinations of its rows give the message sequences that are transmitted over the time corresponding to some feedback decoding mode the matrix for which the linear combinations of its rows give the erroneous message sequences that can be added to the received message in the feedback decoding mode the augmented matrix formed from GFD and GsF integer part of x least integer greater than or equal to x
INTRODUCTION
In an earlier paper the authors have given (Reddy and Robinson, 1968) several algorithms to construct convolutional codes using block codes. In this paper a new decoding algorithm that is applicable to the convolutional codes proposed and some results on error propagation in these codes when decoded under the new decoding algorithm are given. The ease of linear binary convolutional codes with one information symbol per block will be treated in detail. Extension to more general eases is straightforward. Figure 1 is the canonical form of the proposed eneoder. The relevant, observation to be made is that the block of nc symbols transmitted at every time instant is a word in a block code eorrespondin~ to the block code encoder.
DECODING ALGORITHM
We first present the ideas for the case of K~ = 1 linear binary convolutional code. The cases of K~ > 1 and nonbinary codes are given later in this section.
Several decoding algorithms to decode linear block and convolutional codes, for independent error correction, have been proposed (Peterson, Massey, 1963) . As the linear convolutional codes we have proposed are intimately connected with linear block codes, the decoding algorithm we will be proposing is also intimately associated with the decoding algorithms of the corresponding block codes. A modified definition for minimum weight of a linear block code will be found useful. The minimum distance (or weight) with respect to the ith information bit db~ of a block code over GF(2) is the minimum of the distances between the code words with ith information bit one and the code words with ith information bit zero.
It is clear that it is advantageous to mechanize a block code decoder to realize db~, 1 _< i ~ Kb ; i.e. the decoder estimates different information bits with different reliability. Also db= ~, 1 _< i --< Kb db~. Proof. Let Y, E, Y*, E* be the transmitted block code word, the actual error that has occurred, the block code word estimated by the decoder and the error the decoder estimates, respectively. The weight of E* is e~ and Y ~-E = Y* -~ E* or Y -~ Y* = E* -~ E. If an incorrect decoder estimate is made, then the weight of Y + Y* is at least db~. Since the weight of E* is ei, we conclude that the weight of E is at least dbl --e~.
Q.E.D. Proof. The proof follows from Theorem 2.1 and the fact that at least one decoder must have made a wrong decision.
Q.E.D.
In Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.1, if the decoders are not mechanized to realize dbi but only db, then db can be substituted for db~. Also these two results are true for nonlinear codes.
We now give the main idea behind a decoding algorithm for the proposed linear convolutional codes. We prove that this algorithm achieves at least the lower bound on do, namely de _-> ~--~i dbi (Reddy and Robinson, 1968) , in several cases.
We have noted earlier that every transmitted block from an encoder of the type of Figure 1 is a word of the corresponding block code. Therefore we can decode each received block using a block code decoder. The following method uses these decoded blocks in decoding the resultant convolutional code.
We need as m~ny block code decoders (at least conceptually) as the number of different blocks of the received message that are inspected to make a decoding decision. Each convolutional code information bit appears as an information bit or in a linear sum that is an information bit to the block code encoder over a time span of (M + 1) units.
Let each block code decoder estimate some ith information bit (called for by a pertinent scheme, to be discussed) and emit (db~ --2e~) ones or zeros depending on whether the information bit estimated is a one or zero and if the number of errors estimated is no more than [(dbi --1)/2] and emit blanks if an uncorrectable error is detected or the number of errors estimated is more than [(dbl --1)/2], where e~ is the number of errors the block code decoder estimates. The outputs of the decoders (after a further step of processing in some eases, to be discussed) are applied to a majority decision device whose output is equal to the value taken by the majority of inputs (i.e. one or zero) or a detected error alarm if the number of zeros and ones at the input are equal or when all the inputs are blanks.
It is helpful to have a picture of the decoder that the above algorithm implies ( Figure 2 ). The dotted feedback path is present only in the case of feedback decoding modes and BDs are block code decoders. At every time instant a block of the received message is shifted in. If the information bit is estimated as a one, then the generator of the convolutional code is subtracted from the received message. This removes the effect of past information bits from the received message.
TItEOREM 2.2. The convolutional codes generated by Algorithms 1, 2, 3 and 5 (Reddy and Robinson, 1968) can be decoded to correct all patterns of e or fewer errors, where e >= [(de-1)/2], using the decoding modes in Table 1. Proof. First consider the codes resulting from Algorithm 1. The Uth convolutional code information bit is, in effect, the ith block code information bit in the (U + i -1) th transmitted block, 1 -i -< Kb. Hence Kb block code decoders are used to estimate the ith block code information bit in the (U + i-1)th block and emit (db~-2el) ones, zeros, or blanks as indicated earlier. The outputs of these decoders are connected to a majority decision device. If the number of errors that have occurred Kb in the Kb blocks being decoded is not more than [( ~=1 dbl --1)/2], then clearly not all of the Kb decoders can be making wrong decisions at the same time.
Let the Uth convolutional code information bit be 1 and let m < Kb decoders make wrong decisions and p < (K~ -m) decoders emit blanks. Correct decoding decision occurs when the number of l's is greater than number of O's. By Theorem 2.1 the number of l's is at least ~e,o db~ --2 [e --~_,~e~,~(db~ --e~) zeros is }-~-ie sm (&i --2ei), where Ira, I, and Ic are the sets of indices for erroneous decoders, decoders emitting blanks and the correct decoders, respectively, and e is the actual number of errors that have occurred• Hence, the correct decision occurs when ~ieKb dbi --2e =>-1; i.e. when e =< [(~ieKb dbi-1)/2], which implies that the realized minimum distance is at least de = }-~'~ie~b db~ and nD= KbNo • A similar argument holds when the Uth convolutional code information bit is zero.
Next a few more definitions are introduced which together with an example indicate how one can prove Theorem 2.2 for the other cases.
Let db~j be the minimum distance with respect to the jth information bit of the blocl¢ code formed by the first i rows of a block code generator matrix, i>=j.
A Type I decoder is a block code decoder that estimates a block code information bit which corresponds to the Uth convolutional code information bit, or estimates a modulo-two sum of the Uth convolutional code information bit and some other convolutional code information bit. 
and Ks
A Type 2 decoder is a block code decoder that estimates a block code information bit that is needed to help estimate the Uth convolutional code information bit by a Composite decoder (defined below).
To get an estimate of the Uth convolutional code information bit from some of the Type 1 decoders we see that we have to add, modulo two, some other convolutional code information bits which are estimated by one or more Type 2 decoders. Let the place where this sum is computed be called a Composite decoder and Type 1 and Type 2 decoders whose information estimates are added, modulo two, be called Component decoders.
The Type 1 decoders which are not used in forming Composite de-coders emit (gl -2cO ones or zeros and the other Type 1 decoders and all Type 2 decoders emit -2e~. The Composite decoders emit (d~ + the, sum of the outputs of the Component decoders) ones or zeros and emit blanks when some of the Component decoders emit blanks and when (din + the sum of the outputs of the Component decoders) is less than zero, where dm is the least of the minimum distances for which the Component decoders are mechanized. The outputs of the Type 1 decoders not used in forming any composite decoder and the outputs of Composite decoders are connected to a majority decision device as before.
Various configurations of Type 1, Type 2, and Composite decoders together with Corollary 2.1 can be used to obtain the results of Table 1.  Table 2 indicates one such scheme for the codes constructed by Algorithm 2.
In the ease of an arbitrary finite field the Composite decoders estimate the Uth eonvolutional code information digit by performing subtraction in that field. The Type 1 decoders now emit (&i -2e~) v's if they estimate the information bit as v and similarly the Composite decoders. As earlier the outputs of the Type 1 and Composite decoders are connected to a majority decision device. These schemes can be checked by considering the worst case when all the decoders that are wrongly estimating emit the same digit. This situation is similar to the decision in the binary case and hence the claim. It is to be noted that we have made the block code decoders operate as bounded distance decoders (Wyner, 1965) in effect, by asking them to emit blanks when the number of errors estimated exceeds [(&~ --1)/2]. We will now show that in the case of orthogonalizable codes (Massey, 1963) all the decisions of the block code decoders can be made meaningful.
Consider one-step orthogonalizable block codes (Massey, 1963) . This implies that &~ independent estimates can be formed for the ith information bit such that no bit appears in more than one estimate. Let the ith information bit be 1 and a wrong decision be made. Then t > [(&~ -1)/2] estimates are zero. Let the decoder assume that (g~ -t) errors have occurred. But actually of course at least t = db~ --(db~ --t) errors have occurred, which is what we wanted to show.
In the ease of L-step orthogonalizable codes (Massey, 1963) the same result can be achieved (i.e. all the decisions of the decoders can be made meaningful) by taking a decision on the number of errors that have occurred at the first step of orthogonalization; as in the case of one-step orthogonalizable codes.
From the way Type 1 and Composite decoders are constructed it is evident that if the block codes are one-step orthogonalizable then the resulting eonvolutional codes are majority decodable in the sense of Massey's work (Massey, 1963) . Hence the following theorem can be stated.
THEOREM 2.3. If the corresponding block code is one-step orthogonalizable, then the resulting convolutional codes discussed in Theorem 2.2 are Majority Decodable (Massey, 1963), with effective decoding constraint length less than or equal to the sum of the effective decoding constraint lengths of the block code decoders.
A natural question then is whether the new decoding algorithm corrects different errors from those corrected by m~jority decoding when the corresponding block codes are one-step orthogonalizable. Theorem 2.4 gives a partial answer to this question. THEOn~ 2.4. The new decoding algorithm is equivalent to majority decoding of the linear convolutional codes generated by Algorithm 1 (Reddy and Robinson, 1968) , when the corresponding blocl~ codes are one-step orthogonalizable and the composite parity checks ( Massey, 1963) are formed from the independent estimates possible in each block.
Proof. Proof is evident once we realize that any decoder possibly emits blanks only when the corresponding db~ or dbi~ is even and in such a ease we might consider this as emitting equal number of ones and zeros, at that time.
For the other eases considered in Theorem 2.2 in general nothing of this nature can be said.
It can be shown that within the meaning of Theorem 2.3 Sullivan's (Sullivan, 1967) optimum orthogonalization rule for Ulfiform codes (Massey, 1963) is the same as the application of Reed's original decoding algorithm (Peterson, 1961) for Reed-Muller block codes, which can be extended to MacDonald's codes (Peterson, 1961) .
It is also dear that the decoding algorithm can be modified in a straightforward manner to apply to an erasure channel (Peterson, 1961) . Also the definite decoding schemes can be applied where the blocks that are transmitted by the proposed convolutional code eneoder at every time instant are words in a nonlinear block code and feedback decoding schemes are applicable when the corresponding block codes are group codes. Also the decoding schemes are applicable to codes constructed and decoded using Lee distance (Lee, 1958) .
For linear eonvolutional codes obtained by shortening the encoding constraint length as indicated earlier (Reddy and Robinson, 1968) decoding schemes can be readily found by arguments similar to the ones presented here.
In Table 3 some linear binary eonvolutional codes that are deeodable under the proposed decoding schemes are given, nB is the length of the buffer memory required. There are two points to be noted about these codes. One is that they are all constructed from 1st order Reed-Muller codes (Peterson, 1961) and hence are at most 2-step orthogonalizable when decoded using our algorithm. Secondly the point of view taken leads us to the conclusion that the codes are two-step orthogonalizable, but it is known (Massey, 1963) that rate 1~no type linear eonvolutional codes are one-step orthogonalizable if they are L-step orthogonalizable. Also it can be shown that in many cases the estimate of n~ from our arguments gives a higher figure than we can obtain by forming composite parity checks differently. At this time we cannot say more than pointing out these differences. In Table 4 the codes of Table 3 are compared with convolutional selforthogonal codes or CSOCs (Robinson and Bernstein, 1967) and with trial-and-error codes or TECs (Massey, 1963) . The reason for comparison of nn with nA for CSOCs and TECs is that nB is a better parameter to compare the complexities of the decoders.
ERROR PROPAGATION
We recall the block diagram of the canonical decoder proposed, Figure  2 . If a decoding decision is made due to an uncorrectabte transmission error pattern we would have subtracted the convolutional code generator G, from the received message, the wrong number of times. In the presence of past incorrect decoding decisions only, we would have subtracted some Figure 3 ) from the received message. The numbers in GEt denote the word in the block code emitted from the convolutional encoder at successive time instants in the impulse response.
It is assumed that we are inspecting the received blocks over N time units to make a decoding decision in the feedback decoding mode. This implies that we can study the error propagation properties of these codes if we analyze the GrD for the code when augmented by GEt. Such an augmented matrix GAFD for the codes of Algorithm 1 (Reddy and Robinson, 1968 ) is given in Figure 4 . We need to look at the behavior of the block code decoders, for particular error patterns. Let the rows of the linear block code generator matrix be arranged such that the ith row is transmitted if the ith block code information bit is 1. If an error pattern equal to the ith row occurs, then only the ith block code information bit is decoded wrongly. One note of caution here; if the block code decoder is mechanized to correspond to a block code comprising the first j rows, j < Kb, then if an error pattern equal to the ith row, j < i =< Kb, occurs, nothing in general can be said.
It is to be noted that we have asked the first Kb decoders in every scheme for Feedback Decoding to be implemented to realize dbi~. In view of the point made above, we assume hereafter that the first Kb decoders are mechanized to realize dbi instead of rib,. This will amount to a reduction of Kb (rib. --d,, ) i=1 from the realizable de. We hirther assume that do is an odd positive integer. Proof. Consider decoding the codes of Algorithm I (Reddy and Robinson, 1968) . Due to previous errors some linear combination of rows (4 q-1)th through Kb of the block code generator matrix are added to the ith block of the received message being inspected. But in the ith block we need an estimate of the ith block code information bit, which by earlier arguments is not affected by an error pattern which is a code word due to linear combination of all rows except the ith of the block code generator matrix. Moreover the addition of any linear combination of the rows of the block code generator matrix to a code word, results in another code word, hence the error correction ability of the respective decoders is not affected. Also the eonvolutional code eneoder can always be constructed such that e~ -_ 0.
Similar arguments prove the other eases. Q.E.D.
If the first Kb decoders are mechanized to realize &~ then we should inspect the codes individually to derive their error propagation properties. For example in the ease of rate line, I = 1 Binary Uniform Convolutional Codes (BUCC), which can be derived from Reed-Muller 1st order Codes, (Reddy, 1967) , except for the first decoder all other decoders will be mechanized for dbi. Hence only the first decoder has to be looked into in detail. This leads to Sullivan's (Sullivan, 1968) theorem on finite propagation in BUCCs. Proof. The corollary follows from Theorem 3.1 and the fact that after N time units the received message being inspected is affected only by previous decoding errors. , Q.E.D.
Two interesting points can be noted in Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.1. First is that these can be considered to be special cases of Robinson's result (Robinson, 1968) when the corresponding convolutional codes are in systematic form because the codes governed by Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.1 are definite decodable. Secondly Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.1 are applicable to eonvolutional codes which may not be in systematic form.
Also though again the results presented discuss binary codes the results are applicable to convolutional codes over any finite field and those constructed from some group block codes.
Probably the most important implication of the above analysis, from a practical standpoint, is the following. Assume that we have the facility ~o mechanize the block code decoders to realize either db~ or g~j. Let the decoders be mechanized to realize db~j, and assume that we have means to count the number of errors "seen" by the decoder in a decoding constraint length. If the decoder counts more than [(de --1)/2] errors ia decoding constraint length, a possible error propagation situation has occurred. At this instant one can drop the ability of indiviudal block Code decoders to a value such that they guarantee limited error propagation in the convolu~ional codes. Let this imply a minimum distance of dj for the eonvolutional code. The decoder is switched back to its original capability when it sees no more than [(de' -1)/2] errors in a decoding constraint length.
It is also appropriate to note that in some cases one need not have this switching necessary. For example if resynehronlzation under autonomous conditions, i.e. no further transmission errors, only is desired for the decoder, then one can mechanize the first few decoders to realize db~" such that under the autonomous condition the sum computed as in column 3 of Table 5 is not negative.
